Broom Barns Reception Learning at Home
English

Watch & listen to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ZiPgmTvSU-w
Answer the following question:
Which animals did the farmer bring
into his home?
Activities to follow throughout the
week for this story.

Answer the following
questions from
yesterday’s video:
Make a list of the animals
in the order in which they
come into the house.
Draw a picture and write
the name of the animals.
Now talk about which one
you would hate most if it
came into your home.
Which one would you
like?

Watch this funny cat video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i09
cua9QN7I
Ask your child what they thought was
funny about it. Get them to write a
sentence about it.

Talk about being a dog. Would
it be fun to be a dog? Discuss
what you could get up to if you
were a dog. Eg. I could run
faster than any person!
I could jump over fences or
walls. Etc With your child writing
some parts and you writing other
parts from their dictation, write a
poem about being a dog.

Write this word with new sound in:
town
Sentence to read with new sound in: I
went to town with my grandpa. Words
to write: sing, light, park, born,
Surf
Get your child to read: The sun is so
hot.
Write a sentence: I am going to the
farm.

Write this word with new sound
in: owl
Sentence to read with new
sound in: The owl hoots at night.
Words to write: Thin,
Boat, bark, sort, hurt
Get your child to read: I got so
wet in the rain.
Write a sentence: I am going to
the zoo.

Phonics

We are looking at the new letter
sound ‘ow’ this week. Introduce
some words with ow in them.
Write down the following words and
ask your child to decode them:
pain, peek, sigh, coat, book, far, for,
fur
Teach & write: so

Maths

Counting game: Lay number cards
Counting game: Lay cards but this time Play the Counting game again
on a surface in a line 1 to 20. Ask
increase the number line from 1 - 25.
but this time, mix up 3 numbers.
your child to turn around. Swap
Ask your child to turn around. Swap
Can they identify the misplaced
three numbers. Ask your child to
two numbers, e.g. the 6 and the 21.
numbers and explain why?
count along the line and tell you
Ask your child to count along the line
Repeat a number of times.
when they reach an incorrect
and tell you when they reach an
number. They continue counting
incorrect number. They continue
until they reach another misplaced
counting until they reach another
number. Which numbers have been
misplaced number. Can they identify
swapped? Do this several times.
which two numbers have been
Count on to 25.
swapped? Do this several times.
Sow some cress seeds. Using either clean egg shells or yoghurt pots, place cotton wool inside and sprinkle some cress seeds on top. Keep the cotton wool moist and
watch them grow. Observe and discuss.

Science

Write this word with new
sound in: down
Sentence to read with
new sound in: I can jump
up and down.
Words to write: Shed,
paid, car, torn, fur
Get your child to read: I
can run so fast.
Write a sentence: I am
going to the park.
As previous day.
Then practise counting to
30.

What quiet animal do
you think you could
bring into a house with
one room? Which
animal would make no
noise?
Which do you think
would be the noisiest
animal?
Draw a picture and write
about the noises this
animal would make.
Find out about the
noisiest animals in the
world at
https://www.bbc.co.uk/n
ewsround/39570897
Write this word with new
sound in: cow
Sentence to read with
new sound in: The cow
has black spots. Words
to write: Chat, peek, fart,
Port, turn
Get your child to read: I
can jump so high.
Write a sentence: I am
going to the shop.
Play the Counting game
again but this time, time
them!
How quickly can they
identify the misplaced
numbers? Repeat a
number of times.

